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Plato’s Cosmos

 

sphandulos (!"#$%&'()), or “whorl” in English.  I have seen these in a

variety of shapes, including spheres.  These, shown above, are sort of

hemispherical or bee hive shaped.

The Greek terms used by Plato evoke a variety of images.

Plato--(ca. 427 - ca. 348 BC)



A single whorl or

sphandulos. (This one

is about the size of a

racquetball split in

half.)

These were used in

the art of spinning, to

make yarn and thread.

Similar devices can

be found all over the

world, in most any

place that has

developed textile

technology.



Plato envisions this form as

the basic structure upon

which the geocentric

cosmos is structured.  Each

heavenly “body” resides in

its own sphandulos,… or

sphere, as it is more often

translated, though it would

be more accurate to use the

word “whorl,” as this better

reflects the imagery of the

ancient text



A shaft made of

“adamant” pierces

the center of the the

sphandulos.

Adamant is a

legendary, diamond-

like material of

incredible hardness,

lightness, and

transparency.



First Major Digression:

Show movies of handspinning found at

http://www.joyofhandspinning.com/HowToDropspin.html

.



The Amasis Painter, 6th Century B.C., Athens

Weaving Technologies



The wool is

weighed.

One woman takes

it from a basket and

places it on the

scale, which is held

by another woman.



Roman

Scale



The 2 women on the

left are folding the

finished cloth and

placing it on a low

stool.

The two on the right

are spinning.  You

can see the spindle

and the sphandulos or

whorl in action.





Notice the shuttles on the

sides and the finished

fabric above.

Terms: Warp and Weft



Plato describes this adamantine

shaft piercing through the centers

of eight perfectly nested “whorls,”

which are made from mixtures of

adamant and other unspecified

substances.







The whorls are

nested like little

Russian Dolls, one

inside another….





Here is a rendering of

Plato’s cosmos as it is

described in the

Republic (“The Myth

of Er”) which bears a

striking resemblance

to the Death Star

from the first (4th?)

Star Wars movie.

I have reconsidered

this reconstruction…

but this one is still

acceptable for the

large ideas in Er.

My newer idea will

be shown in a few

slides.



 

A singing siren on each rim and three

Fates regulating the various spinning

whorls.

The 3 Fates: “Lachesis [chanting] of

things past, Clotho of the present, and

Atropos of things to come.”

The Fates and a Simplified

Overview of their Actions
Clotho gives all of the whorls their

regular daily motion.

Atropos gives the sun and moon its

larger-scale cyclic motion, which

differs somewhat from the overall

motion regulated by Clotho.

Lachesis is responsible for the

seemingly irregular motions of the

planets.



1. Clotho gives all of the whorls their regular

daily motion.  Clotho is the spinner in Greek

mythology.  She is the fate who spins the

threads of life into an actual person.  She gives

form to the threads of life.

 

2. Lachesis is responsible for the seemingly irregular

motions of the planets.  She is traditionally the fate

who measurers one’s life threads and she figures out

the destiny or fate of individuals.

3. Atropos gives the sun and moon its

larger-scale cyclic motion, which differs

somewhat from the overall motion

regulated by Clotho. In mythology she

is the fate who cuts the thread of life;

she chooses the method of an

individual’s death



The distances from the Earth to the rims of each planetary whorl measure

out musical (harmonic) intervals.  Think of the whole system as a giant

one-stringed guitar, a monochord.  The sirens and the Fates all sing in

accordance with these mathematical intervals.

 

 



This is the

modified

version of

Er’s cosmos.

This one

makes more

physical

sense for the

Fates to be

able to reach

in and fiddle

with the

rotational

speeds.



This idea, a harmony of the

cosmic spheres, resonated with

philosophers well into the 18th

century.  Here is a particularly

evocative image from the 17th

century by Robert Fludd.






